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CenterLine Announces Addition of New Plant  

Windsor, Canada, August 24, 2017  

 
CenterLine (Windsor) Limited is very pleased to announce a major investment that will add a new 

manufacturing plant to it’s existing campus of three (3) Windsor facilities located on Morton Drive. The greenfield 

construction project will be 85,000 sq.ft in size and consist of 72,000 sq.ft of manufacturing space and 13,000 sq.ft 

of office space. It will be located on a 5 acre parcel that fronts onto Morton Industrial Drive and be positioned to 

compliment existing  operations. 

The new company division will be dedicated to the manufacturing of several welding and joining brand 

products that have been developed & launched by Centerline over the last few years. Due to the rapid sales 

growth and strong customer acceptance of those products, this new facility will satisfy product demand without 

disruption or displacement of existing manufacturing processes currently performed at CenterLine’s other facilities.  

This anouncement is the latest in a series of 

expansions that Centerline has undergone over 

the last 10 years as part of its continued growth. 

The success of its operations is a direct result of 

the tremendous skills and dedication of its staff 

and the strong leadership of its management team. 

This announcement is made as CenterLine 

celebrates its 60
th
 anniversary and reinforces the 

company’s ongoing commitment and confidence in our market and our region.  

Construction is expected to begin shortly and be completed in time for a Spring opening.   

About CenterLine 
CenterLine (headquartered in Windsor, Ontario) is a Canadian based, privately held, corporation specializing in advanced 
automation processes and technologies that satisfy resistance welding, metal forming and cold spray application needs. It is 
established internationally with manufacturing and service support facilities situated in the USA, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, Romania, 
India and China which help support our customer’s international operations. With over 60 years of business experience, CenterLine 
continues to develop technologies and processes that assist our customers in maintaining their competitive advantage. 
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